
 The     National     Parks,     some     of     America's     last     untouched     thresholds     of     pure     wilderness.     These     extensive     parks     are 
 very     diverse,     from     the     remote     Brooks     Range     in     The     Gates     of     The     Arctic     National     Park,     the     cascades     of     Olympic 
 National     Park,     or     down     south     to     Florida's     expansive     swamp,     The     Everglades.     Now     why     would     our     26th 
 president,     Theodore     Roosevelt     choose     to     be     one     of     the     �rst     to     found     these     parks     and     see     their     importance,     what 
 impact     would     these     public     lands     have     on     our     lives     now,     or     of     those     in     the     future?     What     about     our     country's 
 youth?     And     how     will     we     preserve     the     beauty     of     these     parks?     We     know     that     development     of     our     country     is 
 inevitable,     so     we     chose     to     preserve     these     places     for     all     of     the     people,     young     and     old,     poor     or     rich,     to     experience 
 the     true     American     wilderness.     But     now     how     can     we     make     this     work     for     everyone? 

 With     our     developing     world,     and     the     past     advancements     in     the     industrial     revolution,     we     have     used     our 
 land     for     the     sole     purpose     of     making     money.     Back     when     the     people     �rst     made     the     journey     west     of     the     Mississippi 
 River,     they     were     using     the     land     and     its     resources:     they     cut     down     the     trees,     hunted     the     plains     rife     with     grazing 
 animals,     �shed     the     rivers,     mass-harvested     the     natural     grown     crops,     etc.     These     people     were     unaware     of     the 
 destruction     they     were     doing     to     the     land     at     the     time. 

 President     Theodore     Roosevelt     noticed     the     devastation     of     the     land,     being     one     of     the     �rst     presidents     to 
 care     about     these     causes.     Even     though     it     was     Ulysses     S.     Grant     who     made     Yellowstone     in     1872,     Roosevelt     had     a     big 
 in�uence     on     our     parks     now,     as     he     created     5     national     parks,     along     with     51     bird     sanctuaries     and     established 
 another     100     million     acres     of     national     forest     land.     Public     lands     can     be     very     important     to     America's     wildlife;     they 
 preserve     not     just     the     natural     resources     and     beauty,     they     preserve     the     animals     and     their     habitats.      For     example     the 
 Grizzly     Bear     was     over-hunted     in     the     northwest,     almost     to     extinction     from     the     lower     48     of     the     United     States. 
 Yellowstone     and     Glacier     National     Parks,     and     their     surrounding     ecosystems,     are     the     most     common     places     in     the 
 lower     48     to     see     these     bears     now,     but     without     the     protection     of     these     lands,     maybe     you     would     have     to     venture     all 
 the     way     to     Alaska     to     see     these     magni�cent     creatures     roam     wild,     or     would     the     Grizzlies     be     extinct     there     too? 

 In     these     parks,     the     laws     are     strict     about     hunting,     over�shing,     deforestation,     etc.     These     are     limited     so     as 
 the     years     pass     by,     these     places     of     pure     natural     beauty     will     be     as     they     were     when     they     were     established.     The     parks 
 are     open     to     anyone,     there's     no     trespassing     and     no     fees     as     they     are     public     lands.      Although     some     private     property 
 may     be     grandfathered     in,     with     the     expansiveness     of     these     parks,     you     are     sure     to     always     �nd     solitude. 

 The     National     parks     are     truly     America's     past     in     our     future.     Free     for     anyone     to     venture     into     our 
 wilderness,     protected     from     the     inevitable     destruction     of     the     natural     world. 


